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Creating impact through our Brokers for Good program 
 
Throughout our 180-year history, we’ve put purpose at the heart of our business to benefit our 
employees, brokers, customers, and communities.  
 
Alongside our brokers, we respond to community needs when we are needed the most. How? Through 
our Brokers for Good Matching Program, we fund initiatives up to $10,000 that have tangible impacts on 
poverty, equity, and climate change.   
 
Here are a few of our recent matches: 
 
Gore Mutual matched Hub International Ontario Limited’s contribution of $10,000 to Pathways 
Health Centre for Children. 
 

“Gore Mutual is proud to stand alongside our partner Hub International Ontario Limited to 
match their support of Pathways Health Centre for Children. We lean in and take care of one 
another because doing good is in our DNA.” – Chantelle Moore, Manager, Social Impact, Gore 
Mutual 

 
Gore Mutual matched Waypoint’s contribution of $10,000 to Foundations for Social Change. 
 

“Thank you to Gore Mutual for joining forces with Waypoint in support of Foundations for Social 
Change! This charitable organization is paving the way to making our community a better place 
to live for everyone by addressing one of Canada’s most pressing social issues: vulnerable 
populations. I am so proud to be involved with Foundations for Social Change and look forward 
to what the future brings!” – Kaitlin Fisher, Account Executive, Commercial Insurance, Waypoint 
 
“At Foundations for Social Change, we seek solutions to ongoing social issues, like homelessness, 
through an innovative lens. We are very grateful for the support and recognition from our 
partners, Gore Mutual and Waypoint Insurance. Thank you for your belief in fostering an 
inclusive world where everyone thrives!” – Christina Labarca, Development Director, Foundations 
for Social Change 

 
Gore Mutual matched BrokerLink’s contribution of $10,000 to Habitat for Humanity. 
 

“Through the support of the Brokers for Good program, with special thanks to Gore, we amplified 
our national partnership with Habitat for Humanity Canada, to help make a difference in our 
communities. Working with this renowned organization aligns perfectly with our purpose of 
helping people, our value of generosity and our commitment to investing in the communities in 
which we live and serve.” – Marie Harrison, Director, Marketing & Communications, BrokerLink 

 
We appreciate your support in helping us create a positive impact in our communities. Stay tuned for 
more details regarding our Fall Brokers for Good Matching application cycle.  
 
To learn more about our Social Impact Strategy, check out the Purpose section on our website.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.pathwayscentre.org/
https://www.pathwayscentre.org/
https://forsocialchange.org/
https://habitat.ca/en
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